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Work in Progress
The last 12 months have been a
strange combination of frustrations
and promises. At the time of writing,
for the first time in many years, we
have no paid Unlock local workers
in post. So there is little I can share
with you about current frontline
work. However, we have more
partnerships than ever just gearing
up for new launches.
I have spent the last few months in
correspondence with and making
visits to a fascinating range of
people and places, all of which
are working to establish Unlock
partnership projects in their locality.
This is what is going on place by
place:

Sunderland –
North Wearside

There is a group of local people here
who have the use of a decommissioned
church which they are developing as a
community centre. They are keen to have
an Unlock worker attached to that facility
as it develops and already have some of
their funding in place. http://www.unlockurban.org.uk/our_workers_sun.php

Birmingham

2 new workers will be appointed here
in the autumn of 2013 to continue
our Birmingham work in partnership
with the Queen’s Foundation and the
Saltley Trust.

Hereford, Burnley,
Leeds and Manchester

Groups of people in all these locations
have approached us with a view to
developing Unlock Partnerships in each
location. Unlock is standing by to deliver
as soon as they are ready to go ahead.

Newcastle/Benwell

York Diocese

Unlock is in negotiation about
delivering two Unlock Training events
as part of the Diocesan Training
programme.

Bristol and Sheffield

An Unlock Local team is in development
and the funding is all in place; we just
need to find the right worker. At the time
of writing we are advertising the post
but hopefully by the time this report is
published there will be a new worker
in place (see the website http://www.
unlock-urban.org.uk/our_workers_ben.
php for the latest information)

Both have former Unlock workers
acting in a voluntary consultant
capacity.

Hastings

May also be interested! It would be
interesting to discover how Unlock’s
approaches work in a seaside town.

Some new Unlock projects develop
more quickly than others, and the
preparatory stages are important
in establishing relationships and
shaping Unlock partnerships to each
local context; so I can’t promise you
when each of these will translate into
an Unlock worker on the ground, or
even that all of them will get that far;
but these are all locations where we
are talking with groups of people who
believe that Unlock has something
valuable to offer them, so hopefully
by next year we will be able to bring
you front line impact stories from at
least some of them.
Dawn Lonsdale (Chief Officer)

See our website for more information at

unlock-urban.org.uk
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Prayer walkers
A few years ago I was inspired by one
of TEAR Fund’s creative prayer ideas to
use a bunch of keys as a prayer prompt.
The idea was that every time you turn a
key in a lock you use it as a reminder to
ask God to unlock a particular situation.
I have used the idea on a couple of
occasions when leading prayers of
intercession in church, and the last time
I found using the Unlock keyring to be
even more appropriate. This resulted in
several people from our congregation
expressing an interest in purchasing an
Unlock keyring to use as a prayer prompt
for themselves. These can be used as zip
fasteners on bible covers, jackets etc. as
well as traditional keyrings. If anyone is
interested in purchasing one or more as
a reminder to pray for Unlock as well as
other situations, then they are obtainable
at £2.50 each from the Unlock office with
payment by cheque or Virgin giving at
www.virginmoneygiving.com
Jenny Blake

Have you ever wondered which church
groups take part in the annual London
sponsored walk and how much they raise?
Well, here is a list of churches which have
sent in their sponsorship as a group this
year, in order of amount raised. Perhaps
you could add your church to the list next
year, or maybe move it up the list a place
or two. Full details of next year’s walk are
due to be circulated at the end of January
and will also be on the website. For the
first time this year we have published the
answers to the walk quiz on the website,
and congratulations to Jane Greenfield
of Surbiton who was awarded this year’s
prize.
St Mary’s Church, Hadlow, Kent
St Matthew’s Church, High Brooms,
Tunbridge Wells
Holy Trinity, Clapham
St Luke’s, Bricket Wood
Ashurst Drive Baptist Church, Ilford
Oakridge Baptist Church, High Wycombe
Park Street Baptist
St Andrew’s, Sidcup
Guildford Methodist Church
Crofton Park Baptist Church
St Mary’s Church, Ash Vale
St Peter, Wisborough Green
The Avenue Methodist Church,
High Wycombe
Merrow Methodist Church, Guildford
St Matthews Church, Redhill
Merton/Wandsworth Group
Godalming United Church
St Paul’s, Hook
All Saints, Harpenden
Leytonstone United Free Church
St Peter’s, Sharnbrook
St Peters Church, Slough
URC Pulborough
St Paul’s Church, Marylebone
St John’s Moulsham, Chelmsford
South Norwood URC

checkpoint volunteers
If you would like to support Unlock through the London walk, but are
finding the walking a bit much these days, why not volunteer to represent
Unlock at one of the churches on the walk route. Unlock checkpoint
volunteers help everything to run smoothly. They are provided with
clear instructions and an Unlock staff T-shirt, so that they can be easily
identified. If you are interested in helping in this way please contact the
Unlock Office.

The 31st Unlock London Walk will take place in

Camden/Kentish Town on Saturday the 3rd May 2014
The 31st Annual Walk is back in north
central London, once again making use of
the Grand Union Canal, different parts of
which have featured in many of our walks.
We will visit a church which is almost on
the canal, and in 1989 was a stop on the

“WE
WANT
YOU TO
TELL US
ABOUT
YOUR
JESUS”!
If only more English people would ask us
that!
After retirement from parochial ministry
in 2002 I attached myself to the Anglican
Cathedral in Liverpool and became
an Honorary Chaplain. In 2008 after
a Sunday morning service a group of
Iranian young men came up to me and

only linear (as opposed to circular) walk
we have ever done. So limber up, you
walk veterans who remember that year,
and bring some new walkers with you.
It will be our normal circular route, taking
in the popular Camden Lock, Primrose

asked if I was anything to do with the
Cathedral. I indicated that I was because
of the robes I was wearing! They said,
“We want you to tell us about your Jesus”.
Wow! Because of the shortage of time
then I invited them all to come to meet me
next day at 11a.m. for coffee and chat,
not believing that they would come! They
all turned up and we had one and a half
hours together. They appeared genuinely
interested as I told them about “my
Jesus” and from that moment on my life
as a minister was changed.
Since then I have been involved almost
solely with asylum seekers and refugees,
helping them with their English, their
legal papers and court appearances, but
above all in helping them to understand
what the Christian Faith is all about and
what it means to believe that Jesus is
the Son of God, and is God. Now many
of them are personal friends; I have
baptised a number of them as they have
turned from being nominal Muslims by
birth to a personal faith in the Lord, Jesus
Christ. It is a joy to see them growing in
their new-found faith, worshipping in the
Cathedral on a regular basis (preferring
the more traditional worship pattern to
the free and easy worship style of the
Christian Iranian Churches in Liverpool),
coming to a mid-week Bible study group
and attending a special Christian nurture
course in their own language.

Hill, and two famous prisons. For the first
time at one stop we will be hosted by the
Lutherans – the Luther Tyndale Memorial
Church. Tyndale is one of the Bible
martyrs we remembered on the walk we
did in 2011.

Five years ago (already in retirement)
I would not have imagined I’d be
involved with people from other
countries and it was as if God booted
me into this ministry – as He does, and
as He did when I became involved
earlier with the Liverpool Diocesan
GUML programme (Group for Urban
Ministry and Leadership – a local
expression of some of the same values
as Unlock), and with Unlock ten years
ago. These have radically changed
the focus of my ministry and it is with
sadness that I believe the time has
come for me to ‘slow down a bit’ and to
stand down from my involvement with
Unlock.
My sincere thanks to the Council
and others more deeply involved than
I have been for such an understanding
acceptance of my role as Chair of
Unlock Trustees over these years.
Unlock still has a role to play in the
ministry of God’s Church in our country
and I will continue to pray for it as it
continues to tell others about our Jesus
in ways that are suitable and effective
as Unlock methods have shown
themselves to be over the years.
Canon John Roberts
(Chair of Unlock Trustees 2002 – 2013).
We are grateful to John for his wise
and faithful service to Unlock and for
sharing this story with us.
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A View from Windy Nook
I was intrigued to receive an email from
Unlock in Autumn 2012 describing
the Unlock 40th Birthday party, which
had just taken place, saying that there
were resources going spare and would
anyone be interested in hosting a second
incarnation of “Unlocking the Prodigal”.
A good Geordie saying is “Shy bairns
get nowt” - so together with a colleague
involved with training locally, we stuck our
hands up and said, “Yes please!” and were
delighted when Dawn emailed back and
said, “We’d love to come to Windy Nook”
You’ll have read about “Unlocking
the Prodigal” in last year’s annual
report. Enough to say that nearly 40 of
us stretched the walls of St Albans to
bursting point, exploring the Prodigal Son
with all our senses and all our creativity.
Chatting to people in the congregation
afterwards, they said that the event had
taken a very familiar story and helped
them to experience it in a fresh way.
This happened not just in the organised
parts of the event, but just as much in
the conversations it provoked, as people
wandered around the church and shared
lunch together. Stories of our own broken

and mended families brought the parable
alive in fresh ways.
“Can we do more of this?” I was asked,
and even a tentative but hopeful, “Might
we be able to do something like this for
those on the edges of the church?” (We’re
still working out what the answer to that
question might look like.)
As Lent came round, I very much
wanted to help the congregation to
explore prayer as a theme, but wanted
to avoid the traditional Vicar role of being
the one who came in with all the answers.
To me, it was clear there was a depth of
prayerfulness already in the church, but
it was very private and shy and many
people lacked the confidence that they
actually knew very much at all. Unlock
seemed an obvious approach.
We started by compiling a very long list
of “Things we DON’T know about prayer”
- just to clear the ground a little and
acknowledge our doubts and questions
and the things we felt we were supposed
to know, but didn’t. It was a very helpful
exercise just to see that many of us felt
equally baffled – we didn’t divide neatly
into “the experts” and “the clueless”.

• What Now?
3 small group sessions based on
redundancy and unemployment
• Unlock Stretched Out
The story of a group of men who met for
breakfast and discovered discipleship
for themselves; including some sample
session outlines on conflict and prayer.
• Unlocking the Prodigal
A selection of creative and reflective
activities based on the Prodigal Son.
• Veronica
A series of active reflections on
current issues for young people using
contemporary film clips.
• Resources from the Unlock archive;
‘Peace in the City’, ‘A Long Week
Course’, ‘Jonah’ and ‘New Life Game’,
are now available on the Unlock website.
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Each week in Lent we met and shared our
stories about prayer - prayers answered,
unanswered, times when prayer felt easy
and times when it felt impossible, prayer
alone and times when we dared to pray
with others. We linked these to stories that
Jesus told about prayer, and we explored
creative ways of praying, with coloured
pencils, photographs and plasticine, as
well as with words and silence.
We learnt that between us, we actually
did know quite a bit about prayer, and
since then I’ve seen a real blossoming
of confidence. People have started to
pray with and for one another, and for our
corner of Gateshead, much more naturally
and confidently. This has continued to
grow and develop even now, when Lent is
a distant memory.
As a Vicar, Unlock has given me some
really creative and flexible tools to use, to
help church members grow in confidence
in their faith and explore deeper together.
As a church, Unlock has enabled some
rich conversations and the courage to
move on from where we are comfortable.
Thank you!
Claire Cullingworth
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Temporary Residents of
The Funding
Windy Nook at General Synod
Unlock had the opportunity to run a
fringe meeting at the York Sessions of the
General Synod of the Church of England
in July. Two Council members, Sue Sherriff
and Andy Dorton ran this with voluntary
assistance from Claire Cullingworth from
Windy Nook, Gateshead.
Participants were welcomed with food
and small treats. They were given a potted
history of Unlock and were invited to
become ‘temporary residents’ of Windy
Nook, including personal scenarios, e.g.

They then used a selection of fabrics
and junk to create a ‘weather forecast’
for Windy Nook reflecting how life in the
area might feel. Links to Bible stories were
made (including Noah’s ark) and people
were invited to respond to the stories
from the point of view of their Windy Nook
characters
Then Unlock’s Bible engagement
approach was explained and people had
an opportunity to ask questions and find
out more about our work.

long term resident, single father fighting
for custody of his child, owner occupier
etc. They were given a virtual tour of the
area by Claire and introduced to some
of its people. Claire created a wonderful
picture of Windy Nook, which was very
honest and showed a love of the area and
people and a healthy pride in the local
church ministry.

Responses were very positive from
those who attended. The group was made
up of a good mix of gender and people
working in a wide range of roles and
situations.
The Archbishop of Canterbury did
pop his head around the door but
unfortunately Andy did not recognise him
and let him escape to another workshop!

Training

Unlock provides training in “Working with the
Bible in Non-book Culture”, for those preparing
for, or engaged in, urban mission. If you would
like to know more about this, please request our
training brochure from the National Office.

Don’t forget to keep an eye on the
Unlock website for new resources
New resources from Unlock Local projects in England are now available at...

unlock-urban.org.uk

There is a regular stream of new resources from Unlock Glasgow at...

unlockglasgow.org.uk

Black

Hole
Unlock’s partnership with the Church
Urban Fund has given us very welcome
£35,000 of core funding over the last
couple of years. CUFs’ priorities have
now shifted and our collaboration
has therefore come to an end. We
are grateful for the support we have
had from them but the change in
circumstances leaves us with a £15k
per annum hole in our core funding
requirements. We can function for the
next 18 months or so but if we are not
able to replace the CUF finance in the
next couple of years we will not be able
to continue our work with the Gospel
amongst the urban poor.
The recession has hit charities hard.
So far the commitment of Unlock’s
faithful supporters and the funding
we have received from CUF have
allowed us to survive the financial crisis.
Nevertheless, those hardest hit by the
recession are the very people Unlock
works with. The already challenging
circumstances of those who live in
deprived urban communities are being
made worse by welfare cuts & reduced
employment opportunities. In such
circumstances people need hope and
the Gospel can give them that. Unlock’s
work is more essential than ever.
Please pray for this situation and
consider ways in which you may be
able to help secure more funds for
Unlock’s future. In particular consider
the following:
• Including a gift to Unlock in your will
• Church missionary giving — could
your church support Unlock?
• Ways in which you could encourage
more people to support Unlock
financially.
For information on any of these or any
other ideas you have to help please
contact the Unlock Office:
0114 2939 060
office@unlock-urban.org.uk
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Unlock Finance Unlock Diary 2012/2013
Treasurer’s Report 2012
Thanks to our generous supporters,
Unlock finished 2012 with an overall
surplus of £4529. We were especially
grateful for a further grant from the
Church Urban Fund (CUF), which
financed development work on possible
new projects. The healthy bottom-line
figure is a little misleading as it includes
advance funding received for a new
project not due to start until 2013. We
would have ended the year with a
significant deficit if we exclude this and if
we had not received the CUF grant.
Income from the 2012 London walk
was down, compared with the 2011 walk,
at £26,086. This is still a magnificent
sum considering the very wet weather
on the day. We are very grateful to all
those who braved the elements to walk,
those who brought groups, everyone
who sponsored and to the Walk Planning
Team who plan and make the walk
possible. The decreased income was
offset, to some degree, by the office
staff further streamlining the walk
administration. The walk remains the
major funding activity of Unlock but is
also a great showcase to share what
Unlock is all about with walkers, churches
and the local communities. We hope that
we will see you all at the next walk and
invite you to bring a friend or two. It’s a
great day out…whatever the weather!
A number of individuals and churches
support Unlock with donations
throughout the year. These are really
important in funding our work and we

are grateful. Please remember Unlock
if your church is planning its charitable
giving. The office is always happy to
provide information if you need to know
more about Unlock. You can also support
Unlock, at no cost to you, if you shop
on-line: Have you signed up for “Give as
You Live” (which is covered in a separate
article)?
Unlock will not receive a further grant
from CUF in 2013 and we expect to
end the year with a deficit. The Unlock
staff are constantly looking for ways to
work more efficiently to save valuable
resources. We continue to encourage
as many people as possible to access
information electronically rather than by
post to save on printing and postage.
(Please let the office know if you are
happy to hear from us by email.)
Council continues to explore possible
partnerships with other funding bodies
but the current financial climate makes
this increasingly difficult. The CUF grant
has borne fruit and there are new Unlock
local projects planned for 2013. Council
remains committed to maintaining our
core work as a priority for as long as
possible. We hope that you will continue
to support us in this aim.
On behalf of council, I wish to thank all
who have supported Unlock in 2012.
I would like to record my personal thanks
to Lois and Jenny, in the office, for their
hard work and support.
David Tyers (Treasurer)

New ways to give
Give as You Live - Would you like to
support Unlock every time you shop
online at no cost to you and no cost to
us? With Give as You Live, thousands
of major brands including Amazon,
Tesco, John Lewis and Expedia have
signed up to donate a percentage of
every purchase you make online to

Unlock. The average shopper will
raise £2.10 per month through what
they already buy online. Give as
You Live is easy to set-up and use.
Simply visit Give as You Live at www.
giveasyoulive.com/join/unlock for full
details. Try it today and help raise
valuable funds for Unlock.

www.giveasyoulive.com/join/unlock
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Expenditure

September
Dawn Lonsdale (CO) attends annual
review meeting at Queen’s Foundation,
Birmingham.
Unlock National Council meet at Emmaus
Retreat House, Bristol followed by a meal
and evening Gathering of staff, workers
and Council.

2011/12

Total £61,368
Management & Admin
Fundraising
Direct Charitable Work

2012

2013
£12,839
£5,636
£40,741

21%
11%
68%

January
Dawn Lonsdale (CO), Jon Everingham
(Birmingham worker), Steve Millwood
(Sheffield worker), Jenny Blake (Office
Administrator) & Maureen Hudson (former
Sheffield worker) run Prodigal Son event
at Gateshead.
CO attends Churches Together in
England Urban Mission co-ordinating
group in London.

Income
2012

2013 London Walk brochure mailed.
February
Unlocking the Prodigal resource published
on the Unlock website.
Total £65,897
Investments
Sponsored Walk
Donations
Increase in Value of
Investments

£514
£26,086
£38,519
£778

1%
40%
58%
1%

Unlock

Goodies
Unlock T shirts and baseball
caps in assorted sizes and
colours available from the
Unlock office for £6 plus P&P

CO has a further meeting with those
interested in developing an Unlock local
project for Newcastle.
CO meets Unlock Birmingham workers.
March
Unlock National Council meet.
CO attends Christian Coalition for Urban
Mission trustees meeting in Birmingham.
April
The 30th Unlock London Walk – Parks,
Pilgrimages and Pentecost – Eltham in
the Royal Borough of Greenwich. A fine
sunny day with about 700 walkers. Jon
Everingham (Birmingham worker) and
Sarah Watkins-Idle (Council member)
run an activity on the theme of busyness
and stillness. Walkers are invited to watch
a video of bees, make an angel from a
paper plate adding it to a display and
stick “Be still” on a tea light, reflecting
on the fact that by showing hospitality to
strangers some have entertained angels.

Unlock 40th anniversary celebration held
in Bristol on the theme of the prodigal
son, including zones for the father, older
brother, younger brother and pig each
with creative and reflective activities, as
well as a robe for prayers and a 40 year
timeline.
October
‘What Now?’ resource published on the
Unlock website.
The walk raises £25,788.51 towards the
work of Unlock.
The next London walk is on 3rd May 2014.
Veronica resource published on the
Unlock website.

May
Jon Everingham sadly resigns as Unlock
Birmingham worker due to pressure of
college work.
June
Unlock National Council meet. John
Roberts resigns as Chair of Trustees.
CO attends Anglican Adult Education
Network Conference.
July
Unlock runs fringe meeting at General
Synod, York
CO meets with Queens College to discuss
new Birmingham worker.
Unlock Office Staff retreat takes place at
Carsington Water including activities to
teach each other a new craft.
Exploratory meeting for Unlock project in
Sunderland takes place.
Ruth Childs completes her time as a local
project worker in Birmingham.
August
Exploratory meeting for Unlock project in
Burnley takes place.
Unlock shares a display stand with
CURBS at Greenbelt Festival.
September 2013
CO attends Jesus in the City in Manchester.
CO meets with Queens College to review
Birmingham project.

NEW! You can now collect your walk sponsorship or
make a donation online via Virgin Giving.

https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com

November
Jon Everingham begins work for Unlock
Birmingham.
December
Annual report published and distributed.
Unlock Stretched Out resource published
on the Unlock website.

If you would be willing to
receive your newsletter
by Email in future to save
Unlock postage then
please send an Email to:
office@unlock-urban.org.uk

2013 walk income
has reached
£25,500 (August).
Great effort!

Thank you everyone!

giftaid it

but what is giftaid?

Simply, for those of you who have not
yet heard of ‘Gift aid’, it is a system that
enables charities to claim an extra 25p
from the Inland Revenue for every £1
donated to them by a UK taxpayer.

9 in every 10 donations
received by Unlock are NOT
made under gift-aid.
If you pay tax then please consider
whether you can tick the gift-aid box on
the registration form when you make
your donation.

Gift aid will not cost YOU
anything!
All it means is that we can apply to the
Inland Revenue for an extra 25p for
every £1 that you give towards our work.
To qualify for Gift aid, you must pay enough tax
to cover the amount that will claimed back by the
charity/charities that you give to – so if you give
£10 you must have paid £2.50 in tax!
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Chair’s Annual Report
I’ve just read a number of the other
contributions which in edited form will be
appearing in other parts of this newsletter.
It makes me think of that ‘thing’ about
being surrounded by so great a cloud of
witnesses. What can I usefully say? John
Roberts, we love you and we’ll miss you,
as we are missing John Hunter; Windy
Nook you’re welcome... and we’ll take your
prayers any way and as imperfectly as you
like; the Treasurer is right, but I’d add that
there is a great deal of confidence among
us that we are doing the right things and
the rest is over to Him. Which is all to say,
I really hope you read and enjoy and pray
through this report.
But what I most want to pick up is
Tyndale. He’s mentioned in the note about
the 2014 walk. (Before I go on - a huge
thank you to the walkers for keeping it up,
but especially here, a special thank you to
Peter and Jill Hall, and to Geoff Coggins,
and increasingly to Tim and Sarah WatkinsIdle for their efforts in organising it, backed
up by the Unlock staff of course. It a
beautiful thing - well done). Back to Tyndale.
The Government is going ‘Digital by default’.
You won’t be able to claim Universal Credit,
should it ever happen, if you don’t do it
on-line. We’re told that change is happening

faster than ever - that the whole world will
soon be e’d up. (I made that last term up,
maybe it’ll catch on). Well these revolutions
in communication have happened before.
Tyndale was part of, took advantage of, a
revolution in communications technology
– the printing press – that enabled a
significant, rather than a very tiny proportion
of the population to read the Bible. A new
channel of communication was opened to
the masses that the forces of empire could
not close down, even as they had not been
able to close down the Jesus movement by
killing Him so long before.
Unlock is a little hand waving in the
onward rush saying: ‘hold on, there are a
lot of people who you’ve by-passed in the
rush to the new’. We do of course have
a website and it’s really rather good and
there are a lot of resources on it for you to
try out and get you developing your own.
And we’d love to email you this and save
printing and postage costs (get in touch!).
But my point is this:- Unlock is about
saying to ourselves, as people committed
to sharing the Good News of what life
with Jesus is like in this world (as well as
the next) – that we clearly aren’t getting
through to a large proportion of the
population of this country who may not

If you would like to encourage
your church to support Unlock,
either through the London walk, or
as part of their missionary giving,
you can find Unlock promotional
resources on the Unlock website,
next to the information about the
next Unlock walk.

If you would like someone
from Unlock to come and
talk at your church, or
speak at a church event
then please contact us
and we will see what we
can arrange.

Unlock Supporters
Registration Form

know it, but really do want to hear it. Our
means of communication are not up to it.
Our language, our stories, the images we
present, our ways of going about sharing...
aren’t working. We are perhaps more
obsessed with communication than ever
before, though the current revolution is no
greater than Tyndale’s. But as Christians
we are certainly not much better at
effectively sharing the Good News with the
people that, it appears, Jesus was most
concerned about.
Unlock is about that miscommunication.
Please pray for us that we will reach those
Christians and church groups that are
looking for a way of sharing Good News;
that we will find those partner organisations
with the reach into many churches to get
our message out much further; that we will
be effective in the cities and places we
have ‘workers’; that God will open up new
places for Unlock to establish, through a
worker and a support group, a presence in;
and that we’d have the money to support
them. Thank you for you continuing support
- we can’t do without it.

Andrew Dorton

When you request Unlock
materials from the Unlock
national office we do
appreciate a donation to
cover the costs of copying
and postage.

Please add me to the Unlock mailing list:
I would prefer to be contacted by:

E-mail (this saves Unlock money) 		
Post (we are happy to do this if it is your preferred form of communication)
I enclose a donation to Unlock’s work in deprived urban communities in the UK.

Name

£

Address

(Cheques made payable to ‘Unlock’ please.)

I would like my
donation to be
gift aided

Signature

I would like to receive information about:
Tel No.
E-mail

Unlock’s work

The Unlock London Walk

Unlock resources

Praying for Unlock

Unlock training

#

Please cut out and return to us at: Unlock, Handsworth Parish Centre, Handsworth Road, Sheffield S13 9BZ

design by able able-design.co.uk

Contact the National Office for details of the next Unlock Sponsored Walk

